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ABSTRACT
Forbidding—enforcing systems (fe-systems) define classes of languages (fe—families)
based on boundary conditions. We characterize f—families having not necessarily finite
forbidders and prove that none of the Chomsky families of languages can be defined
with an fe—system, hence, fe-systems provide a completely new way of defining classes
of languages. We show that f-families map to f-families by morphic maps if and only
if the morphism maps symbol to symbol. A morphism mapping e-families to e-families
is necessarily surjective.
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1. Introduction

The rising field of biomolecular computing forced computer scientists to look in
the process of computation with a new perspective. New algorithms and computa-
tional models using biomolecules have been proposed such as self-assembly, splicing,
membrane-computing (see for ex. [6, 7, 12, 13, 16]). These models are based on clas-
sical concepts in formal languages such as rewriting techniques and grammar systems
and for many can be proven that they have universal computational power. How-
ever, the deterministic way of defining languages by “everythingthat is not allowed is
forbidden” employed by these models does not necessarily correspond to the various
non—deterministic ways that biomolecules act within one biochemical reaction. Moti—
vated by this non-determinism (considering molecules as strings, and sets of molecules
as languages) the authors in [Ζ, 4, 15] use boundary conditions of forbidding and en-
forcing to introduce another way of defining classes of languages. This new concept is
best described with the phrase “everything that is not forbidden is allowed”. In this


